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ABSTRACT
In recent years, millions of people have attracted for bitcoin which is a new kind of cryptocurrency. It provide us security
and free transactions. The motto of this bitcoin is to serve as independent digital currency. In this, money is managed by
users in direct way instead of third parties institutions, such as bank. This paper describes fundamental concepts,
network behind the bitcoin and review about the main features of bitcoin. The benefits of the digital currency, its
disadvantages to be faced, and also the technology involved in the bitcoin are introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION
From the past recent decades, there is an enormous development with internet and its usages. Now- a- day’s
everyone is busy with their virtual world, all these because of invention of online games. There arises the
necessity of exchanging of goods and services through online thereby arises the issue of inventing digital
money. The first digital currency invented is E-gold in 1996 where trading has become so difficult. The
worldwide trade was recorded in bookkeeping and this information has become isolated to everyone. We trust
third parties for all our government transactions, government bank accounts and the paper money. These
trusted third parties are now the reason for the essence of bitcoin. Currency exists in different forms. The main
are virtual currency and cryptocurrency. Many forms exists, there is only one type that can compete with real
money, i.e, bitcoin.

On 31st October 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto invented the bitcoin in his article named Bitcoin: A peer-to-
peer electronic cash system [1]. He is the Bitcoin founder and he created the first original Bitcoin client, and
the design principle behind bitcoin is it can make multiple transactions and online payments without the
interference of third party financial institutions. There is no exact information about Satoshi Nakomoto, no
one knows whether he is a single person or an institution or a group of programmers. It is confirmed that, he is
Japanese. The numbers are store in a database of third parties like banks and people trust those banks and they
have to follow rules of a bank to open a bank account or to have a transaction, there arises the bitcoin –the
digital currency. Bitcoin mainly depends upon the cryptocurrency, which plays a key role in this technology.
The condition is that bitcoin will never have more than 21 million coins circulation. Only those 21 million
bitcoins can be exchanged. Therefore, there will be increase in the demand.

A cryptocurrency is a medium of exchange like normal currencies such as USD, but designed for the
purpose of exchanging digital information through a person made possible by certain principles of
cryptography [2-4].. It is fully decentralized. For normal currencies the government controls the value of
currency. In this there are low transaction fees to transfer the money all over the world. Moreover the fee is
same independent of distance, country, borders. These cryptocurrencies are produced is controlled by an
algorithm so that no single person or company or country can change.

Sender and receiver uses same key to encrypt or decrypt data. It provides confidentially, integrity,
accuracy in digital way. It mainly controls creation of new coins. The first decentralised cryptocurrency is the
bitcoin. From the creation of bitcoins, several cryptocurrencies came into existence referred to as altcoins.

It is also defined as form of electricity converted into lines of code. Cryptocurrencies are derived
mostly from proof-of-stake or proof-of -work. These cryptocurrencies are generally under the maintenance of
community of miners. These members use ASIC machines for the processing of transactions.
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The first cryptocurrency is the bitcoin. The main advantage of using these cryptocurrencies is they
keep transactions secure. Bitcoin uses hash algorithms for its blockchain secure. One important example is
that, our government has authority to make changes in our country currency so they introduced
demonetisation of Rs.500 &1000 notes. In this decentralised cryptocurrency no such changes occurs as there
is no one’s authority in this system.

2. WHAT DEFINES THE PRICE OF BITCOIN
There are many features which are main drives of cryptocurrency  price. Some of the features are:
1. Limited availability: As bitcoins are limited in supply, so demand will increase. Hence, ultimately it will

raise the price value of bitcoin.
2. Energy consumption: Bitcoins are designed in such a way that the mining process takes lot of energy

consumption.
3. Security: To achieve more security, designed to be difficult in mining.
4. Utility: The changes to utility can use price violating bitcoin utility.
5. Media /news: The media plays an important role in the price determination.
6. Shoppers: When shoppers accept these bitcoins for transaction purposes people will start using these

bitcoins for transactions hence more bitcoins are generated and price increases gradually
7. Legal /Government issues: Legal & government issues can influence the price; legal moves which are

positive, can have positive effect while banning them in countries causes negative effect.

3. BITCOIN HASH FUNCTIONS
Cryptography hash functions are fundamental building blocks where cryptographic algorithms and protocols
are used. This is very important application in the context of information security. The bitcoin blockchain use
SHA -256 algorithm [5]. SHA stands for secure hash algorithm. The algorithms SHA-256 and SHA-1 are
very similar.

NSA developed this algorithm in 2001. Miners use this algorithm to solve the blocks [8, 10]. This algorithm
will take a particular input of arbitrary length. Hash function generally applies a mathematical transformation
to this input in order to produce a single output. This output is called as digest or tag or else a hash. The input
message can be of a arbitrary length but the output is of 256 length for the SHA-256 algorithm.

Hash algorithm is generally a one way function. It is impossible to get out the original data from the generated
hash. Any simple change in hash will result a major change in the output. No two outputs will be unique for
this hash function as in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Hash Function
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4. NETWORK
Generally, bitcoin is different from blockchain. Bitcoin uses the technology of blockchain. Not only bitcoin
there are other software’s based on technology of bitcoin. It is being used highly for transaction management
and it is replacing the current existing transaction management system. If a technology is replacing the
existing system they must be certain problems. In blockchain system the ledger in itself is public, everyone
who becomes part of this blockchain network get a complete copy of the entire blockchain as soon as they
sign on. So immediately when a person sign up for the bitcoin, checks up get a list of complete transactions
that has happened from the start of bitcoin transactions, but not chain make it way easy as well as completely
secure to store all this transaction detail and at the same time ensures that none of this gets manipulated which
makes it more secure. Although it is a public ledger, the transaction details are highly secured, no one knows
who is exactly doing this transaction and this is the anonymity that blockchain gives us. Mostly the challenges
are facing in the existing transaction system is hacking, every now and then all of us hear that a financial
organisations has been hacked and certain data has been leaked, certain transaction details are released, certain
amount have been stolen from their accounts and so on and blockchain system is immutable. It is too hard,
any transaction that place cannot be modified ahead and even if you try to modify the blockchain system is
built so securely and so smartly that is false transaction detail gets rejected. And the other challenge is double
spending problem i.e., two types of transactions are done at a time. Financial organisations are facing this
challenge. Through blockchain system it is not possible and this is basically because of how the blockchain
system in itself was structured and created and now the double spending problem was something that was
faced quite popularly at the time when the blockchain system was becoming popular keeping this in mind that
had structured this in such a way that even in future the challenge of  double spending can be completely tacit
without any problem until users do not have any transaction that was part of double spending issue. The name
blockchain arrives because what may be the data is sending to other party is formed like a block [11-13].

5. WHAT MAKES BITCOIN DIFFERENT:
Bitcoin is mainly used for network effect and proven security. Both are insurmountable advantages. When
compared with altcoin, bitcoin will have high size of value. The security and its mechanism make’s bitcoin
different from other coins. Usually, when compared to other cryptocurrency based coins bitcoin is more
preferable as there exists more risks in other coins (litecoin, Altcoin).Now -a –days bitcoins are cash on the
internet. They are not issued by governments. Bitcoin is electronic and uniquely programmable.

6. HOW BITCOINS ARE GENERATED
Bitcoins have no inflation and if bitcoins are decentralised then miners use special mining software to solve
math problems and in return they rewarded bitcoins. Since miners are used for generating bitcoins, then these
arises “More miners mean’s more security”. The bitcoin network gradually increases the difficulty level of the
math problem. First miners used computers to solve these mathematical equations later on they solved using
graphics cards. These graphic cards generate more heat and consume more electricity. Then they created a
special software for mining. ASIC (Application specific integrated circuits chips) are designed specifically for
bitcoin mining. This made bitcoin mining even faster. Mining keeps network stable, safe and secure.

7. FUTURE BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS
The following are few benefits of bitcoins [6]-

1. Fraud: Generally, individual cryptocurrencies are digital and cannot be counterfeited.
2. Immediate settlement: Purchasing real properties generally involve some third parties which results in

daily in our work, and payment of fee. In this there will be no third parties and transactions and settlement
are done immediately.

3. Decentralised: Bitcoin is managed by its network, and not anyone authority.
4. Low fees: There will be low transactions fees in the particular blockchain.
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5. Access to everyone: As bitcoin is a cryptocurrencies it is accessible to individuals with access to the
investment, control and system and freedom.

The following are few drawbacks of bitcoins [7]-
1. Lack of awareness and knowledge - People are lack in knowledge and unaware of digital currencies and

bitoins.
2. New currency: This is because, bitcoin is still in a developing stage with incomplete features.
3. Volatility: This happens as there is limited number of coins.

8. CONCLUSION
The bitcoin are still not perfect. Bitcoin provide benefits to the users rather than the physical currencies.
However, bitcoin has also some disadvantages. The main disadvantage of bitcoin is it is a new currency so
most of the people do not have much information and awareness. To avoid this issue people should need to
understand about these digital currencies which play a key role in their lives. It is required to face challenges
in order to make good decisions. The same repeats with these bitcoins. It is most important to understand what
bitcoin is and make your decisions what to do with bitcoin [9].
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